Preliminaries
In what follows M will always dénote a non-compact connected Riemannian manifold of class C 1 with dimension n > 2, and dr its volume element.
As in [FI] and [F2],

H (M) = C(M)
Pi L\{M) will be the linear space of continuous real-valued functions u on M whose distributional gradient Vu satisfies = / |Vu| n dT<+oo.
JM
(we emphasize that u is not assumed to be in L n (M)).
Then we will dénote H* (M) the set of functions u G H (M) which are monotone on M. (Let us recall that a function u E C(M) is called monotone if its supremum and infimum on any relatively compact domain D of M are respectively the same as on 3 D).
Conformai properties of riemannian manifolds with at least two ends 29
The space H(M) will be equipped with two topologies: In what follows we simply dénote inf* u [resp. sup x u] the infimum [resp. supremum] of a function u on a set X of M; and the oscillation of u on X will be denoted OSC(M,X).
As in [F2] a relative continuüm of M is a non-empty closed subset of M without any compact connected component, and a compact continuüm is a compact connected set not reduced to a single point. 
At last, according to the usual terminology, a function u G C(M) D locL*(M) is called n-harmonic if itisaweak solution of div(|VM|
Conformai capacities
In view of extensions we first observe that the elementary theory of conformai capacities is in fact based on the two following gênerai Lemmas. Proof. -Let («*) be a séquence in A with lim I(ujt, M) = m(A). Then the sé-quence I(p(iik),M) also tends tp m(A). The restriction of the séquence (p(«jt)) to every set U a is equicontinuous, hence this séquence is equicontinuous on all M. As it is bounded on M, it admits a c-convergent subsequence whose limit v satisfies the claim; and from Lemma 2.1 such a function i/is unique except for addition of a constant.
2
Condensers and capacities.
As in [F2] we deal here with condensers whose both boundary components play the same rôle, none ofthem being ossumed to be compact. Proof. a) From the compacity of S there exists a finite subset X of S such that XL = \J EL is a relative neighborhood of S. Then for every end E G S, we have EL n XL ^ 0, hence there exists an end F G X such that ELHFL ^ 0. As EL and FL are connected components
set £/, is a non-compact continuüm, S/, is a relative continuüm.
b) Let Q. be a relative neighborhood of S. For every end £ G S there exists a set C(E) G /C(M) with £ C ( £ ) C fl. From the compacity of S there exists a finite subset X of S such that V = (J £ c(£) is a relative neighborhood of S.Then V C fi and L = |J C(£) Eex Eex is a compact set.
For every end E G S, we have £/, n V ^ 0 and there exists an end F G X such that
, the sets £C(F) and ^C{F) ^e tw0 intersecting connected
The claim follows.
IGS
Remark.
a) From Lemma 3.1 b) it appears that every sub-boundary S of M is the projective limit of the family (S/,) IG^(M ), which could allow to give a direct définition of sub-boundaries, generalizing the définition of ends. We shall keep in mind that two subboundaries S, Z are disjoint if, and only if, there exists a compact set L with S L ni.L = 0. In that case there also exists a compact set K such that S/, n ÏJC = 0.
b) The same proposition allows us to say that a map ƒ of M into a topological space X admits a point JC of X for limit [resp. cluster value] at the sub-boundary S if, for every neighborhood V of JC in X there exists a compact set
At last we will say that a séquence (B p 
Hybrid condensers.
We will now consider hybrid condensers i.e. of the type T(S, C), where S is a sub- extr(S', C) < extr(S, C) < extr(S, C').
Extremal functions for hybrid condensers
Proof. -From définition of sub-boundaries we have Si C S' L for all compact set L of M, hence from Lemma 2.4:
The first inequality (4.5) follows by letting S[ tend to S' and the second one by letting S L tend to S.
Behaviour of extr(S, C) at S and C.
It is first obvious that v = extr(S, C) always satisfies v = 1 on C and 0 < i/ < 1 on all M. If M CC N is a regular subdomain of a manifold N (cf. [Hl] it appears that v tends to zero at S. In the gênerai case we can interpret (4.2) by saying that v is the weak solution of div(\dv\ n~1 dv) = OonM \ C with boundary conditions v = 1 on C, v = 0 on S and dv/dn = 0 on 3M \ S, but the two last conditions must be interpreted in a weak sense. In fact we can only state:
PROPOSITION. -With the same notations as in Theorem 4.1, the function vextr(S, C) admits zero for cluster value at any end E € S with
The first assertion will be proved below as an application of Theorem 5.1. The second one follows from Harnack inequality.
The first case leads to an easy generalization of rings in the n-space. The two other cases will introducé Green-type functions with pôles at infinity. In ail cases we will obtain w-harmonic functions globally defined on ail M. Now from Theorem 5.1, Cap(£, S^z.) tends to +oo when £ L tends to E. It follows that ai and ^//, tend to zero when E L tends to E, which proves the first assertion. By exchanging S and Z and using the relation extr(Z, S) = 1 -extr(S,Z) we get the second assertion.
Other cases. Construction of n-harmonic functions on M
We will enlarge the problem raised in section 6 by considering the limits of condensers of the genera! type T(B, C) where B t C are relative continua tending to infinity. ThenforallQ < ex <p < (Cap(B f C)) 1/(1 " n) wehave:
Moreover, ifM has at least two ends, for aU(x,y) G M 2 we have 
